


Engines of cars available on the market have enormous potential. The 
reason is that the cars at the factory are not adjusted individually, but  
serially and according to the generalized settings. “STAG TUNING” 
device unlocks the hidden resources of  power, which influence the 
optimization of settings of the particular car, so that the user would be 
able to ride more dynamically,  safer and even more economically.
 

Chip-tuning as a module «STAG TUNING» improves the efficiency and 
power of the engine in the full RPM range . As a result, we obtained  a 
safe increase in power and, what is more important  more torque (up to 
20%), in result,  improvement of engine’s flexibility  even at 1500 rpm. 
Vehicle becomes more dynamic, without increasing fuel consumption. 
Installation of “STAG TUNING” is very simple; we only need to connect 
two wires. No special knowledge is required or intervention in the 
computer. It’s a independent and  safe a module.

Application. 
(Only for turbocharged engines):
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Technical parameters:

+ built-in processor for emulation of control signals 

+ no modification to software in the engine control unit, so that the owner doesn’t cancell the warranty on the purchased car

+ the ability to simultaneously emulate 2 channels of boost pressure 

+ does not cause problems with the engine computer „Check Engine”

+ can be used in vehicles with diesel engine (with turbo sensor)

increase flexibility 
and efficiency in all 
gears at all speeds

minimize the effect  
of the so-called 
„turbo lag”

the possibility of individual 
characteristics  
of  power waveform   
and torque

Benefits of using STAG TUNING
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AC S.A. reserves the right to make changes to the information 
herein. At the time of submitting to publication, the information 
was valid.
According to the AC S.A.’s motto with regard to continuous im-
provement of products, the information herein may be subject to 
change without prior notice.

Comparison of performance diagrams  from the dyno - stand for two popular types  
of car Skoda Octavia and Roomster Skoda:

  Octavia 1.8 - 160 Km 

Factory After tuning

165 HP 193 HP

240Nm 280Nm

 roomster 1.2 tsi CBZB 105 Km 

Factory After tuning

105 HP 114 HP

176Nm 216Nm

torque reference (factory) 

torque with module  
STAG TUNING

engine power (factory) 

engine power with module 
STAG TUNING

Legend for the test:


